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Abstract: Stacking growth of the InGaAs quantum dots (QDs) on top of a carrier injection layer
is a very useful strategy to develop QD devices. This research aims to study the carrier injection
effect in hybrid structures with a layer of In0.4Ga0.6As surface quantum dots (SQDs), coupled to an
injection layer of either one layer of In0.4Ga0.6As buried QDs (BQDs) or an In0.15Ga0.85As quantum
well (QW), both through a 10 nm GaAs thin spacer. Spectroscopic measurements show that carrier
capture and emission efficiency for SQDs in the BQD injection structure is better than that of the QW
injection, due to strong physical and electrical coupling between the two QD layers. In the case of QW
injection, although most carriers can be collected into the QW, they then tunnel into the wetting layer
of the SQDs and are subsequently lost to surface states via non-radiative recombination. Therefore,
the QW as an injection source for SQDs may not work as well as the BQDs for stacking coupled
SQDs structures.

Keywords: surface quantum dots; carrier dynamics; photoluminescence; semiconductor compounds;
nanostructures

1. Introduction

Self-assembled semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) in the In(Ga)As/GaAs family
have great potential to enable high-performance opto-electronic devices for a wide variety
of applications [1–4]. In particular, for InGaAs surface QDs (SQDs) directly exposed to
the environment, there are a large number of dangling bonds on the surface [5,6]. The
InGaAs SQDs also undergo oxidation quite fast so that they are covered by a very thin
oxidation layer. Both the surface dangling bonds and the oxide layer give rise to high-
density localized surface states and trapped carriers. As a result of these trapped carriers,
SQDs respond very sensitively, either optically or electrically to changes in the surface
environment [7–9]. Due to the special surface sensitivity, it is expected that these SQDs
should be good materials to function as humidity sensors [10,11]. Thus, a recent surge in
research into the surface-sensitive performance of InGaAs SQDs has been reported [12–15].

High-density surface states provide surface sensitivity for InGaAs SQDs being used
as sensor applications. However, these surface states are also centers for non-radiative
recombination and ultimately result in the trapping of carriers at the surface [16,17]. In order
for SQD sensors to have stronger optical and electrical responsivity, hybrid structures are
generally introduced, where, for example, stacking layers of QDs are embedded under
a thin spacer below the SQDs [16–19]. In these multi-layered structures, the buried QDs
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(BQDs) act as carrier reservoirs, supplying additional carriers to the SQDs and tuning
the performances of the SQDs. At the same time, the surface sensitivity is converted into
SQD emission or into a transport signal (resistivity or conductivity) change of the buried
layer via inter-layer coupling [7,10]. Therefore, understanding the coupling mechanisms
and carrier dynamics between BQDs and SQDs is extremely important. Similar to using
QDs as injection layers, QWs should also act as very efficient carrier injection sources for
SQDs, with an even larger capture volume than comparable BQDs. This has been well
exploited in non-surface devices such as lasers and photodetectors [20–23], where QWs
capture electrically injected carriers and efficiently inject them into the optically active layer,
saving the device from loss due to carrier overshoot.

In the present study, this concept of an “injection-structure” has been further developed
for SQDs. We have performed a comparative study of hybrid structures with a layer of
In0.4Ga0.6As SQDs coupled, through a thin 10 nm GaAs spacer, with either one layer of
In0.4Ga0.6As BQDs or an In0.15Ga0.85As QW. The carrier injection from the reservoir layer
of BQDs or the QW to the top SQDs is investigated using spectroscopic measurements.
The differences in the features of the carrier dynamics, including generation, relaxation,
transfer, and recombination, are discussed for both structures.

2. Materials and Methods

The SQD hybrid structures studied here were grown on semi-insulating GaAs (001)
substrates in a VEECO Gen-930 solid-source molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) system. The
sample configurations are shown schematically in Figure 1a. For sample A, after growth of
a 100 nm GaAs buffer at 580 ◦C, 12 monolayers (MLs) of In0.4Ga0.6As were deposited to
form the BQDs layer at a substrate temperature of 510 ◦C. Then, the 10 nm GaAs spacer
was deposited. Finally 12 MLs of In0.4Ga0.6As were deposited to form the SQDs at the
same substrate temperature of 510 ◦C. Sample B is the same as sample A, except that the
BQD layer was replaced with a 12.5 nm In0.15Ga0.85As QW, deposited at 510 ◦C to form the
injection layer. Samples C, D, and E are reference samples for the SQDs, BQDs, and the QW,
respectively. Reference sample D has a GaAs capping layer of 60 nm on top of the BQDs,
whereas sample E has a 10 nm GaAs capping layer on the reference QW. The 10 nm spacer
thickness was selected for samples A and B to provide carrier coupling from the buried
carrier injection layers to the SQDs, even though this coupling was not yet strong enough
to thoroughly change the energy states of the QDs [24,25].
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Figure 1. Sample structures and characterizations: (a) diagram of sample structures; (b) 1 μm × 1 
μm AFM images of SQDs; (c) the QD height distribution extracted from the corresponding AFM 
image; (d) the cross-sectional TEM images showing the SQDs with adjacent BQDs and QW struc-
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3. Results 
Figure 1b demonstrates the morphology of the InGaAs SQDs for each sample by 

atomic force microscopy (AFM). Figure 1c shows the QD height distributions extracted 
from the respective AFM images. The areal densities of all SQD samples were measured 
to be ~3.0 × 1010 cm−2, while the average QD height was ~8.4 nm. All SQDs are found to be 
uniform and consistent; however, the SQDs in sample A are slightly larger than those in 
sample B, which are slightly larger than those in sample C. Strain induced from lower 
layers is the likely cause of this [26–28]. The BQDs would induce slight variations in the 
surface strain directly over each QD, which is averaged generally over the entire surface. 
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Figure 1. Sample structures and characterizations: (a) diagram of sample structures; (b) 1 µm × 1 µm
AFM images of SQDs; (c) the QD height distribution extracted from the corresponding AFM image;
(d) the cross-sectional TEM images showing the SQDs with adjacent BQDs and QW structures.

3. Results

Figure 1b demonstrates the morphology of the InGaAs SQDs for each sample by
atomic force microscopy (AFM). Figure 1c shows the QD height distributions extracted
from the respective AFM images. The areal densities of all SQD samples were measured
to be ~3.0 × 1010 cm−2, while the average QD height was ~8.4 nm. All SQDs are found
to be uniform and consistent; however, the SQDs in sample A are slightly larger than
those in sample B, which are slightly larger than those in sample C. Strain induced from
lower layers is the likely cause of this [26–28]. The BQDs would induce slight variations
in the surface strain directly over each QD, which is averaged generally over the entire
surface. This slight strain would allow for earlier nucleation of the QDs on the surface, thus
allowing them to grow larger over the same time as the other samples. The strain from the
QW would likely be less than that from the QD layer, but not zero, while there would be
no strain before the SQD growth for reference sample C. Therefore, the SQDs in sample B
should be smaller than in sample A, while those in sample C should be the smallest.
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Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in cross-section is shown in Figure 1d for
each sample. The above-mentioned strain transfer can be seen in sample A by the vertical
alignment of the SQDs with the BQDs [25,27]. This generally leads to efficient carrier
tunneling between QDs from the buried layer to the surface layer [19], because the real
distance from the BQD to the SQD inside each pair is less than 10 nm. However, sample B
has a true 10 nm GaAs spacer layer between the QW and the SQDs. Therefore, in regard to
both structural (strain) and electronic coupling, sample B should have carrier injection and
carrier dynamics different from sample A.

Spectroscopic measurements are very useful to reveal carrier injection and carrier
dynamics in coupled QD structures. For photoluminescence (PL) measurements, the
samples were mounted in a variable temperature cryostat and excited by a continuous-
wave laser working at a 532 nm wavelength. A 20× objective lens was used to both
focus the laser beam on the sample surface and collect the PL signal. The PL signal was
then sent onto the entrance slit of a 50 cm diffractive spectrometer that connected with a
liquid nitrogen-cooled, charge-coupled device (CCD) as the detector. For the PL excitation
(PLE) and time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) measurements, the laser excitation
was changed to a NKT Supercontinuum pulse laser.

Figure 2a–c show the PL spectra taken at 10 K using 3 W/cm2 laser light excitation.
The PL spectra of the reference samples help to clarify the assignment of the emission
signals in the other samples. In Figure 2c, the reference sample C has one broad PL peak
at ~1300 nm (~0.953 eV), with a linewidth (full width at the half maximum, FWHM)
of ~140 nm from the SQDs emission, while reference sample D exhibits one prominent
emission peak for the BQDs at ~1020 nm (~1.215 eV), with a linewidth of ~41 nm. The QW
reference in sample E (Figure 2b) shows a narrow peak at 910 nm (~1.36 eV), with a FWHM
of ~4.5 nm. In comparison with the single-peak spectrum of reference samples C and D,
three prominent PL peaks appear for sample A in Figure 2a. Here, the long wavelength
peak at ~1250 nm is attributed to the SQDs emission, the middle wavelength peak at
~1064 nm to the BQDs, and the short wavelength band at ~998 nm to the SQD wetting layer
(WL) [12,19]. However, for sample B in Figure 2b, there is no emission observed from the
QW, while only one broad PL peak is found at ~1320 nm from SQDs. The absence of the
QW signal in sample B and the loss of BQD intensity in sample A demonstrate that there is
strong coupling and carrier transfer from the buried structures to the SQDs in both samples
A and B. For all three SQD samples, the SQD emissions exhibit asymmetric spectral profiles.
Two peaks are extracted and are assigned to the indirect transition (E0-H1) and the direct
transition (E1-H1) in the SQDs. As indicated by the band diagram in Figure 2d, the SQDs
exhibit carrier separation due to Fermi-level pinning, where electrons are pinned at the
surface (E0), but holes are confined within the SQDs (H1) [29].

Details of the carrier transfer into the SQDs were obtained through PLE measurements
at 10 K, detecting at the SQD PL maxima for samples A, B, and C, and at the BQDs PL
maximum for sample D. These are shown in Figure 2, respectively. Here, it can be seen that
the GaAs matrix exhibits its well-known response at ~820 nm for all samples [30]. At the
same time, reference sample D exhibits an absorption band between 820 and 870 nm due
to the wetting layer (WL) absorption of the buried InGaAs QDs [31]. The SQD reference
sample C has an enhanced absorption band extending to ~1000 nm due to the SQD WL [12].
Finally, we see that both samples A and B show more complicated PLE spectra than the
reference samples. Sample B has a step-like PLE spectrum, in which distinct absorption
band edges can be seen at ~1000 nm and ~910 nm, representing the WL of SQDs and the
QW, respectively. So, there is a pathway for carrier tunneling from the QW into SQDs in
sample B. For sample A, the PLE spectrum shows a broad, ramp-like absorption band
spreading from 820 nm to ~1000 nm, which is the absorption band edge of SQD WL. This
broad band likely consists of two sub-bands at 860–890 nm and 930–980 nm, respectively.
In consideration of the BQD PLE from sample D and our previous study, we conclude that
the sub-band at 860–890 nm is likely derived from the BQD WL [19], while the sub-band at
930–990 nm is likely correlated with the carrier transferring directly from BQDs to SQDs.
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However, in this ramp-like PLE spectrum, it is hard to clearly distinguish the sub-bands and
their originations, indicating that hybrid electronic states are possibly formed in sample
A due to the vertical alignment and quantum coupling between the paired BQDs and
SQDs [32,33]. The hybrid electronic states can provide efficient channels for carrier transfer
directly from BQDs to SQDs.
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Excitation intensity-dependent PL was then performed at 10 K. The intensity-normalized
PL spectra of samples A, B, and C are shown in Figure 3a–c, respectively, in which the SQDs
exhibit band-filling properties in all three samples. With increasing excitation intensity, the
SQDs exhibit a state-filling-like sequence of emission peaks appearing at increasing energy
from the SQD E0-H1, SQD E1-H1, and SQD WL, which were each fit with Gaussians for
analysis. For the coupled structures under strong excitation intensity, we also observe that
the BQD peak becomes dominant in the spectrum of sample A in Figure 3a, and the QW
signal appears for sample B in Figure 3b. At the highest intensities, the GaAs emission is
observed at 825 nm for all three samples.

We extracted the PL peak wavelength in Figure 3d, FWHM in Figure 3e, and integrated
PL intensity in Figure 3f for the SQD E0-H1 emission peak. Figure 3d,e demonstrate two
regimes in the excitation intensity dependence. The peak wavelength for each sample blue-
shifts, and the PL FWHM decreases as the excitation intensity increases from 3 mW/cm2

to ~10 W/cm2. The blue shift of the peak is 14.5 nm, 6 nm, and 3 nm, respectively, while
the FWHM reduces by 17 nm, 14.5 nm, and 8.6 nm for samples A, B, and C, respectively.
In the second regime, with an excitation intensity stronger than 10 W/cm2, the peak energy
shift accelerates, while the FWHM also increases rapidly. This is due to a saturation of the
E0-H1 emission, as well as an enhancement of the E1-H1 recombination of SQDs, and this is
confirmed by the PL spectra variation in Figure 3a–c. The two regimes for the blue shift of
SQD PL peak indicated the mechanisms to be “band bending” and “state-filling”, resulting
from the indirect transition for the SQDs [29,34]. It is also worth noting that the three
samples reached minima in the FWHM at different excitation intensities. This indicates
that, under the same excitation intensity, the SQDs have different carrier collection or
emission efficiencies in these three samples, even though they have the same SQD density.
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Figure 3f shows the integrated PL intensity of the SQDs for these three samples as
functions of the laser excitation intensity. A power law fit to the PL intensity as a function
of the excitation intensity (3 mW/cm2 to ~10 W/cm2), P, given by, IPL = η Pα, reveals the
recombination mechanisms here [14,35]. The parameters α and η are determined by fitting.
The values for α are found to be 1.052, 1.042, and 1.116 for samples A, B, and C, respectively,
which are all nearly equal to unity. This indicates that exciton recombination is primarily
responsible for all SQD E0-H1 emissions [35]. However, the values for η, which indicate
the efficiency of the PL, are more varied. For sample A, we find η = 1.008 × 106, but for
samples B and C, η = 3.552 × 105 and 2.718 × 105, respectively. Clearly, the density of
carriers involved in radiative recombination in sample A is much higher than in samples B
or C. This indicates that the BQD layer in sample A effectively collects carriers then injects
them into the SQDs. Surprisingly, sample B appears to have a similar PL efficiency to the
SQDs in the reference sample, even though sample B has a QW injection layer feeding
it. In general, the InGaAs QW should capture more carriers than a single layer of BQDs
due to the larger volume of QW. Therefore, more carriers should be injected from the
QW into the SQDs in comparison with the BQDs injecting into the SQDs in sample A.
However, the results in Figure 3f reveal that the QW-injected SQD structure may contradict
the traditional QW-injected BQD structures, which have been demonstrated to be very
efficient for improving the device performance of QD lasers and detectors [36–38].

This reduced carrier injection from the QW into the SQDs can likely be attributed
to several different mechanisms. First, the TEM in Figure 1d confirms that the barrier
thickness from the BQDs to the vertically-aligned SQDs in sample A is much smaller than
the distance from the QW to the SQDs in sample B [19,39]. Therefore, the probability for
carrier tunnel transfer from the BQDs to the SQDs is much higher than that from the QW to
SQDs. Second, hybrid energy states are likely formed due to the strong coupling between
the vertically aligned BQDs and SQDs in sample A. Carriers collected by the BQDs in
sample A are efficiently transferred into SQDs through these hybrid states, as indicated by
the diagram in Figure 4. In comparison, carriers collected by the QW in sample B cannot
efficiently inject into SQDs through a suitable channel, other than tunneling through the
10 nm GaAs spacer. Third, many of the carriers supplied from the QW are not injected into
the SQDs but into the SQD WL, where they mostly recombine non-radiatively through
surface states rather than relax into the SQDs. In comparison, in sample A, the BQDs have a
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lower ground energy state than the SQD WL, so the carriers inside the BQDs cannot tunnel
into the SQD WL. Instead, they tunnel into the SQDs directly.
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The above results indicate that samples A and B have different carrier dynamics for
transfer and recombination. Figure 4 shows schematically the carrier dynamics in samples
A and B, including: (1) exciton generation inside the GaAs matrix, (2) relaxation into the
BQDs or the QW, and finally, (3) tunneling into the SQDs or into the SQD WL and loss to
the surface. As shown by the schematic, with the 532 nm laser excitation, in both samples
A and B, most of the photo-generated carriers were generated inside the GaAs matrix, due
to its large and effective volume relative to the QW or QDs. The photo-generated carriers
relax into the BQDs in sample A, then transfer into SQDs, and finally recombine inside the
SQDs. However, in sample B, most of the carriers relax into the QW and then transfer into
the WL of the SQDs to be lost to surface states via non-radiative recombination. Therefore,
the QW as an injection source for SQDs may not work well in contrast to the well-known
efficient QW injection seen for buried structures.

In addition, we have previously shown that the InGaAs SQDs have recombination
via spatially-indirect transitions [29]. These result from the electrons in the SQDs being
accumulated in the surface states due to Femi-level pinning, while the holes remain inside
the SQDs, leading to charge separation and band bending for the SQDs. Therefore, as
additional evidence, the PL peak energy of the SQDs for the three samples should linearly
depend on the cube root of the excitation laser intensity [40,41]. This can be recognized by:

EPL = E0
PL + k P1/3 (1)

where P is the excitation intensity, E0
PL is the PL-peak position at zero laser power, and

k ∝ n2/3
PL depends on the accumulated carrier density. Figure 5a shows the results of

fitting Equation (1) to the peak wavelength (peak energy) of the SQD E0-H1 emission for
the three samples. The coefficient, k, is extracted and found to be 0.00642, 0.00199, and
0.00077 for samples A, B, and C, respectively. It can be seen that the k in sample A is almost
triple that of sample B. This again demonstrates that more carriers are injected into the
SQDs in sample A than in sample B. In addition, Figure 5b confirms this by plotting the
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shift of the SQD E0-H1 emission as a function of the excitation intensity, where the SQDs in
sample A have a much faster, larger PL peak wavelength shift than that of sample B.
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Finally, TRPL was measured at 10 K to explore the effect of the carrier injection
from the BQDs or the QW into the SQDs. The TRPL spectra, which were excited with a
Supercontinuum laser (operated at 532 nm, repetition Rate ~78 MHz, and pulse width
~16 ps), were measured by a PicoHarp-300 time-correlated-single-photon-counting (TCSPC)
system, combined with either a fast NIR-PMT (Hamamatsu, H10330B-75) or a SPAM
(PicoQuant, SPD-100-CTC-FC) detector to match with the SQDs or QW emission signal.
The TRPL signals were measured at the peak wavelength of the QW, BQDs, and SQDs
emission for each sample. As plotted in Figure 6, mono-exponential decay curves are found
for the reference BQDs, which were fitted using the function I(t) = A1exp[−(t−t0)/τ1].
In comparison, the decay curves for the SQDs were determined to be multi-exponential in
nature, and the bi-exponential function, I(t) = A1 exp[−(t−t0)/τ1] + A2 exp[−(t−t0)/τ2],
was used to fit them. This was due to either the indirect transition of the SQDs or the fast
carrier transfer from the SQDs to surface states [42,43]. In this case, we associate the index,
1, with the slower lifetime of carrier recombination, τ1, and the index, 2, with the faster
carrier transfer time, τ2, from the SQDs to the surface states. The amplitudes, A1 and A2,
give the magnitude of the contribution from each process.

For the reference samples, the BQDs, QW, and the SQDs in Figure 6 are found to
have lifetimes of 1.06 ns, 0.32 ns, and 1.58 ns, respectively. For the coupled structures, as
shown in Figure 6c, the SQDs are determined to have lifetimes of 1.68 ns for sample A
and 1.8 ns for sample B. It can be seen that the lifetimes of the SQDs for the three samples
are similar, indicating that the injection of carriers does not have a significant impact on
carrier lifetime of the SQDs. However, the lifetime of the BQDs, 0.32 ns in sample A, and
from the QW, 0.11 ns in sample B, is quite different from the reference BQDs, 1.06 ns in
sample D, and the reference QW, 0.32 ns in sample E. Therefore, in the coupled hybrid
structures, carrier transfer is in strong competition with the radiative recombination. Using
a simple model treating the hybrid structure as a three-energy-level system, the measured
PL decay time for the reservoir layer is given by τPL = τs × τt/(τs + τt), where τPL is the
measured lifetime for QW or BQDs in the hybrid structures, and τt is the carrier tunneling
time from the carrier reservoir to the SQDs [36,39]. From the TRPL data in Figure 6, we
find that the carrier tunneling time from BQDs to SQDs is about 0.16 ns, while it is 0.46 ns
from QW to SQDs. Here, the much longer carrier tunneling time is from the QW to SQDs,
supporting the lower emission efficiency for the SQDs in sample B. This indicates that the
carrier injection from the QW is dominated by carrier tunneling from the QW to the WL of
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SQDs, and then transferring to the surface states, but not to the SQDs. It also should be
mentioned that different rise times are found in Figure 6, between the QW and the SQD
emission. This is due to the different response time of the PMT and SPAM photodetectors.
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4. Conclusions

We conducted a comparative study for two hybrid SQD structures: one with a layer of
InGaAs BQDs and one with an InGaAs QW to inject carriers into the SQDs. The carrier
injection dynamics from the BQDs or QW to the SQDs were investigated by spectroscopic
measurements. The PL, PLE, and TRPL results indicated that carrier capture and emission
efficiency of the SQDs in the bilayer QD structure were stronger than those of the QW
injection structure. In both samples, most of the photo-generated carriers were generated
inside the GaAs layer. The photo-generated carriers relax into the BQDs and then efficiently
inject into the SQDs, and finally recombine inside the SQDs. However, in the QW-injected
structure, after the carriers were collected by the QW, they were transferred mostly to the
WL of the SQDs, and finally, were lost to surface states via non-radiative recombination.
These observations demonstrate different carrier dynamics, including carrier generation,
relaxation, transfer, and recombination in the two different hybrid SQD structures. Finally,
it is concluded that QD injection is better than the QW injection for SQD hybrid structures.
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